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With the continued advancement of entertainment technology and an entire generation of video
game enthusiasts who are adept at using new technologies, video game animation has become
increasingly popular as a major. Milwaukee art schools are offering these courses as either extra-
curricular classes or as part of a program geared toward helping students graduate with a degree in
video game animation. Those in the Milwaukee area who are still undecided on a major and are
gifted in these areas are encouraged to enroll locally.

Solid Subject Matter For 3D Art Students

For technologically savvy students living in Milwaukee, animation degree programs are a great
choice in taking these skills and interests even further. A knowledge of computers and traditional
animation can prepare an eager student for the challenges associated with earning a degree in this
field. Milwaukee art schools have some of the most knowledgeable faculty in the country for
teaching the subject matter pertaining to the video game industry, and 3D animation techniques, in
particular, are taught with the relevance and precision students need in order to become thoroughly
knowledgeable about the video game animating process.

Programs For Working Milwaukee Adults

For students living in Milwaukee, animation degree programs will vary in terms of tuition costs and
access to open enrollment. Evening, weekend and online classes are sometimes offered as a way
to help working adults maintain their workloads at home and at their daytime occupations. For older
students, particularly those over thirty or those with family responsibilities, this is often the best
choice to meet their needs.

Staying Connected Through Online Learning

Social networking is a tool used to connect students with teachers outside the classroom, and for
some, online courses are the most economical in terms of freeing up time and money for working
adults who do not have the necessary time for traditional classes and coursework. The online model
gives students a chance to put their training and knowledge to work in a realistic working
environment, complete with animation software and simulators that recreate the environment of a
professional 3D animation studio.

Relevant Coursework For Professionals

What students in Milwaukee also find desirable is a way to incorporate existing job experience into
the learning environment. A major in video game animation can be one of the most relevant ways to
put your knowledge of art and technology to work.

This article was written by Eyeflow for the advertising benefit of The Art Institutes. Eyeflow LLC has
been compensated to produce this article.
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William Hauselberg - About Author:
The author has an immense knowledge on a Milwaukee art schools. Know more about a
Milwaukee, animation degree programs related info in his website.
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